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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
MILLERCOORS, LLC, )  
  ) 
 Plaintiff, )  
v.  )  Case No. 19-cv-218-WMC 
  ) 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, LLC, )  
  ) 
 Defendant. ) 
 

 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, LLC’S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 
 

Introduction 

MillerCoors’s lawsuit has one core, underlying assumption: that Miller Lite and Coors 

Light contain no corn syrup in the final product.  ECF 86, ¶ 11; see also PFOF 84-91.  According 

to MillerCoors’s allegations, corn syrup fully ferments in the brewing process and therefore is not 

in the final beers sold to consumers.  Id.  MillerCoors’s entire case – including its requests for 

injunctive relief, consumer surveys, and public statements – is based on this premise.   

Miller Lite and Coors Light do contain corn syrup in 

the finished product.  Corn syrup is not fully fermented by the yeast. 
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:  

 

  

 

 

 

  

On February 4, 2019 (the day after the Super Bowl), MillerCoors published a statement 

making its “no corn syrup claim” and asserting that “[n]one of these sugars are in the final 

product.”  PFOF 94.   Peter J. Coors – a Molson Coors Board 

member; the Senior Director of Quality for MillerCoors; and the son of Pete Coors.  PFOF 95-97.  
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The other evidence that Miller Lite and Coors Light do contain corn syrup in the finished 

product is overwhelming: 

•  
 

   
• MillerCoors’s hired expert testified: “What I would say is this:  

I would say that the sugars which show up in Miller Lite come 
from two sources.  They come from the corn syrup and they 
come from the malted barley.”  PFOF 125.   
 

•  
 

   
 

•  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

In light of this and other evidence unearthed in discovery, MillerCoors’s Lanham Act claim 

fails on multiple grounds.  No AB advertisement is false or misleading.  MillerCoors has no 

evidence that any advertisement was material to a purchase decision.  It has no evidence of an 

injury caused by AB.  It has no evidence of harm that requires court intervention.   

In addition to MillerCoors’s being unable to prove its own case, discovery has shown that 

MillerCoors’s hands are not clean, giving rise to an affirmative defense.   
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  To respond to AB’s claims about not using corn syrup in 

Bud Light, Mr. Marino (just days after the Super Bowl) accused AB of using corn syrup in its Bud 

Light products of Lime and Orange.  PFOF 184-190.   

   

 

 

 

   

  More examples of this conduct exist and are described below. 

* * * 

In sum, discovery has demonstrated that the fundamental premise of the case is not true:  

corn syrup and its components are in the final beers.  Discovery has further demonstrated that 

MillerCoors cannot prove the elements for Lanham Act liability, such as materiality and deception.  

Nor is MillerCoors entitled to any relief; it has no proof of harm, and it is subject to an unclean 

hands defense.  Summary judgment should be granted in total. 

Background 

Bud Light is the best-selling beer in the United States and competes with Miller Lite and 

Coors Light.  Bud Light, in recent years, has been running emotive advertising involving the 

mythical medieval Bud Light Kingdom.  E.g. PFOF 46-56.  In contrast, for the past several years 

before Super Bowl LIII, Miller Lite has claimed that it has “more taste” (which is not a claim of 
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“better taste”) compared to Bud Light and also claims that it has fewer carbohydrates and fewer 

calories.  PFOF 33.  Coors Light has advertised that it is cold and “refreshing.”  PFOF 34.   

One difference between these three beers is their ingredients.  Both companies listed their 

ingredients on their websites before Super Bowl LIII.  Since 2014, MillerCoors listed “corn syrup” 

as an “ingredient” of Miller Lite and Coors Light.  PFOF 21.  It did so on the brand webpages for 

both Miller Lite and Coors Light (ECF 40-4, 40-5); it also did so on the Brand Nutritional Data 

page (ECF 40-3) that covered all its products.  PFOF 19-20.   

 

   

MillerCoors’s witnesses (both  and its head of communications) have explained 

in deposition testimony what MillerCoors intended to communicate with this listing of ingredients.  

According to Pete Marino, MillerCoors’s Chief Communications Officer, MillerCoors lists its 

ingredients to communicate to consumers “what [its] products contain” and “what’s in them.”  

PFOF 24.  In the years leading up to Super Bowl LIII, MillerCoors identified corn syrup as such 

an ingredient.  PFOF 19-20. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Use of corn syrup as an ingredient was an important point of difference between Bud Light 

and Miller Lite and Coors Light.  It is more costly to brew beer with rice than with corn syrup.  
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PFOF 6.   

 

 

   

In recent years, AB observed that consumers were interested in the ingredients used in their 

products.  PFOF 28.    The beer industry is not 

required by the government to list ingredients and so consumers were not aware of them.  PFOF 

30.  AB believed that it had a strong point of differentiation with Miller Lite and Coors Light 

because it used a natural product (rice) that was more expensive when compared to corn syrup, a 

cheaper, processed ingredient.  PFOF 32; 40.   

 

    

In the weeks before the February 3, 2019 Super Bowl, AB started listing its own ingredients 

in advertising.  Its goal was to allow consumers to make a choice based on ingredients.  PFOF 41.  

The creative direction for AB was to emphasize transparency and ingredients.  PFOF 45.   
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  Mr. Marino also gave 

an interview as part of MillerCoors’s corporate response to the Super Bowl where he said Bud 

Light “probably” uses rice syrup in its beer.  PFOF 198-204.   

 

  The interview is still running on the internet and Mr. Marino has no plans to ask 

it to be corrected.  Id. 

During the February 3, 2019 Super Bowl, AB ran three commercials about ingredients.  

The first was Special Delivery, which depicted a fanciful journey whereby King John Barley IV 

attempts to deliver a barrel of corn syrup to the Miller Lite and Coors Light Kingdoms that had 

been delivered to Bud Light in error.  PFOF 46-58.  The commercial begins with the line from the 

Bud Light King, “And that’s how you brew it.”  PFOF 47.  Special Delivery truthfully informs 

consumers that AB does not use or brew Bud Light with corn syrup and that Miller Lite and Coors 

Light do.  PFOF 46-58.  The closing scene includes a voiceover, which says, “Bud Light, brewed 

with no corn syrup.”  PFOF 56.  Special Delivery – like all the Bud Light commercials – contains 

a statement citing to millercoors.com as its source for MillerCoors’s ingredients.  PFOF 50.1 

AB also ran other commercials comparing ingredients. PFOF 59-66.  It ran Medieval 

Barbers and Trojan Horse during the Super Bowl.  The language of the two ads was similar.  In 

Medieval Barbers, Barber 1 says, “Did you know Coors Light is made with barley, water, and hop 

extract and corn syrup?”  Barber 2 says, “And Bud Light is made with barley, rice, water, hops, 

                                                 
1 Special Delivery does not claim that corn syrup is “in” the final beers.  PFOF 46-58.  AB did not 
disparage corn syrup.  Id.  No health or safety claim is made.  Id. No negative expressions or 
imagery are used.  Id.  No mention is made of high fructose corn syrup or HFCS.  Id.  AB structured 
the advertising to avoid disparaging corn syrup, which it uses in other beers.  PFOF 7; 42.  
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and no corn syrup.”  PFOF 65-66 (citing ECF 40-33).  No AB television commercial refers to high 

fructose corn syrup (HFCS), and all commercials use words such as “made with” corn syrup.  Id. 

AB also released several Bud Light billboards.  One billboard depicted the words “Bud 

Light” and “100% less corn syrup than Coors Light.”  ECF 86, ¶ 81.  A similar billboard depicted 

the words “Bud Light” and “100% less corn syrup than Miller Lite.”  Id.  AB also ran print ads 

that include the following phrases: “No corn syrup.  No preservatives.  No artificial flavors.”  ECF 

86, ¶ 80.  These print ads do not reference Miller Lite or Coors Light (id.), and neither the 

billboards nor the print ads mentions HFCS.  PFOF 80-81.    

MillerCoors challenges a humorous Bud Light internet ad that ran in response to 

MillerCoors’s post-Super Bowl advertising blitz.  ECF 86, ¶ 72.  This ad depicted a proclamation 

from the Bud Light King appearing on a scroll.  Id.  The King’s scroll included the phrase, “I just 

wanted to return some corn syrup to its rightful owners and here we are… Sorry, was it a secret or 

something?”  Id.  It also included the phrases “we just don’t brew with the syrup” and “even though 

corn syrup is less expensive, we brew with rice, along with the finest hops, barley, and water, 

because I’m the King and it’s not my job to save money.”  Id. 

MillerCoors challenges Bud Light’s secondary packaging.  ECF 86, ¶ 75.  The packaging 

displays the four Bud Light ingredients: hops, barley, water, and rice.  PFOF 69.  AB’s purpose 

for including the ingredient labels on Bud Light secondary packaging was to highlight the quality 

of Bud Light beer.  PFOF 67.  The packaging accurately states: “no corn syrup,” “no 

preservatives,” and “no artificial flavors” and includes a “no corn syrup” icon.  PFOF 69-70.  The 

packaging does not refer to the Bud Light Kingdom from the Super Bowl commercials or mention 

a MillerCoors product.  PFOF 73; 76.   
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After AB ran its Super Bowl commercials, MillerCoors responded.  It took three actions 

relevant to this motion:  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

MillerCoors’s retained expert Dr. John White confirmed as follows:  

What I would say is this:  I would say that the sugars which show 
up in Miller Lite come from two sources.  They come from the corn 
syrup and they come from the malted barley.  PFOF 125. 
 

   First,  

corn syrup contains non-sugars that are not fermentable at all; these substances end up in the final 

beer.  PFOF 131-135.   
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•  
 
 

 
 

•  
  

 
•  

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

MillerCoors went public with the claim that corn syrup is 

fully fermented and that there is “no corn syrup” in the beer.  PFOF 84-92.  An example is a tweet 

from MillerCoors’s executive Paul Verdu sent the day after the Super Bowl and then re-tweeted 

by Peter Marino.  PFOF 84, Harrison Dec. Ex. 6.  That tweet states:  
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Pete Marino – the Chief Communications Officer of MillerCoors – explained that when 

MillerCoors says there is “no corn syrup” in Miller Lite or Coors Light, it is telling consumers that 

the corn syrup sugars are fully fermented and there are no corn syrup sugars left in the beers.  PFOF 

85-86.  He was asked, “when you go out with no corn syrup in the finished product, what you 

believed you were communicating is that there is no corn syrup sugars that are also sugars in the 

finished product, right?”  PFOF 86; ECF 160, 111:10-15.  He answered, “Right.”  Id.  Thus, it is 

an undisputed fact that the “no corn syrup in the beer” issue is to be resolved based on whether 

corn syrup sugars or residuals are in the final beers.2   

 

 

 

As discussed above, on February 6, 2019, MillerCoors, through Mr. Marino, 

claimed that Bud Light Lime and Orange used corn syrup.  PFOF 184-191.  In addition, 

                                                 
2 MillerCoors of late appears to contend that when it said there was “no corn syrup” in the beers it 
did not mean to say that there were no corn syrup components/sugars in the beers, but rather that 
corn syrup is not added after the brewing process is finished.  No AB ad at issue implied that 
MillerCoors added unadulterated corn syrup after the brewing process, nor did MillerCoors’s 
survey expert conduct any study to determine whether consumers understood any AB ads to imply 
such a message. In any event, this theory is contradicted by the evidence recited above, and the 
“not added after brewing” argument is not pled in MillerCoors’s First Amended Complaint.  ECF 
86, ¶¶ 11; 105 (“The crux of AB’s Campaign is that, unlike its product, Miller Lite and Coors 
Light are not only brewed with, but also contain, corn syrup or HFCS in their final iterations.”). 
MillerCoors cannot move the goalposts at this stage of the litigation. 
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MillerCoors has made – and continues to maintain – other  false statements, including 

the following:   

• MillerCoors claimed that no MillerCoors product uses HFCS 
 

 PFOF 192-197. 
 

• MillerCoors claimed in a February 8, 2019 interview, that Bud 
Light “probably” uses a rice syrup in its brewing.  PFOF 198-
204.   

  
 
 
 

 
 

• MillerCoors claimed that AB’s use of high fructose corn syrup 
in some flavored malt beverages meant it used a product that is 
“Public Health Enemy #1.”  PFOF 205-207.  MillerCoors’s 
expert Dr. John White testified any such claim is false and lacks 
any scientific basis.  Id.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

  While AB does list its ingredients on its 

packaging, this is completely different – the information that MillerCoors obtained included 

confidential information about the exact hops blends used; the exact barley blend; the ratio of rice 

to barley; and the respective weights and volumes.  PFOF 231.   
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Argument  

I. Legal Standards and Elements of a Lanham Act Claim. 

Summary judgment is appropriate where “the movant shows that there is no genuine 

dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”  Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 56.  “Courts deciding summary judgment motions must view facts in the light most 

favorable to the nonmoving party only if there is a ‘genuine’ dispute as to those facts.”  Loggerhead 

Tools v. Sears Holdings, 2016 WL 5080028, at *2 (N.D. Ill. 2016).  A genuine issue of fact exists 

“only when a reasonable jury could find for the party opposing the motion based on the record as 

a whole.”  Hot Wax v. Turtle Wax, 191 F.3d 813, 819 (7th Cir. 1999). 

Courts routinely grant summary judgment for defendants in false advertising cases.  See 

id. at 827 (affirming summary judgment for defendant); Loggerhead Tools, 2016 WL 5080028, at 

*3-5 (granting summary judgment on Section 43(a) claims related to product packaging, 

commercial, and press release); Republic Tobacco v. N. Atl. Trading, 2007 WL 1424093, at *9 

(N.D. Ill. 2007) (granting summary judgment on Section 43(a) claim where “no reasonable jury 

could find that the [advertisement] contained statements that were literally false, that statements 

in the [advertisement] created consumer confusion, or that [plaintiff] suffered injury as a result of 

the statements”); Thermal Design v. Indoor Courts of Am., 2004 WL 770995, at *9-11 (W.D. Wis. 

2004) (granting summary judgment where plaintiffs did not meet burden “of adducing evidence 

from which a jury could find that any of defendant’s advertisements or press release and video 
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contained a false statement, caused actual consumer deception or produced actual or likely 

injury”).  For the reasons described below, no reasonable jury could find for MillerCoors. 

To avoid summary judgment, MillerCoors “must present sufficient evidence to show the 

existence of each element of its case on which it will bear the burden at trial.”  Serfecz v. Jewel 

Food Stores, 67 F.3d 591, 596 (7th Cir. 1995).  The elements of false advertising are: “(1) a false 

statement of fact by the defendant in a commercial advertisement about its own or another’s 

product; (2) the statement actually deceived or has the tendency to deceive a substantial segment 

of its audience; (3) the deception is material, in that it is likely to influence the purchasing decision; 

(4) the defendant caused its false statement to enter interstate commerce; and (5) the plaintiff has 

been or is likely to be injured as a result of the false statement, either by direct diversion of sales 

from itself to defendant or by a loss of goodwill associated with its products.”  Hot Wax, 191 F.3d 

at 819; Eli Lilly v. Arla Foods, 893 F.3d 375, 381-82 (7th Cir. 2018).  Failure to present “specific 

facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial” as to any one of these factors is fatal.  Aguilar 

v. Gaston-Camara, 861 F.3d 626, 630 (7th Cir. 2017); Pizza Hut v. Papa John’s Int’l, 227 F.3d 

489, 495 (5th Cir. 2000).  

MillerCoors must prove that each ad it seeks to enjoin satisfies the elements of false 

advertising under the Lanham Act.  Verisign v. XYZ.com, 848 F.3d 292, 299 (4th Cir. 2017) (noting 

that claimant “may not mix and match statements, with some satisfying one Lanham Act element 

and some satisfying others”).  MillerCoors is not entitled to a blanket ruling or injunction across 

all of the challenged ads and secondary packaging.  TrafficSchool.com v. Edriver, 653 F.3d 820, 

830 (9th Cir. 2011) (remanding permanent injunction that covered content that was informational 

and not deceptive); Johnson & Johnson Vision Care v. 1-800 Contacts, 299 F.3d 1242, 1247-48 
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(11th Cir. 2002) (courts must independently assess each challenged ad and “may not assume 

context”).   

II. Element I:  The Accused Ads are Not False or Misleading. 

A. The Undisputed Facts Show that Corn Syrup Remains in the Beer. 

Falsity is the fundamental first element in a Section 43(a) false advertising claim.  Apotex 

v. Acorda Therapeutics, 823 F.3d 51, 63 (2d Cir. 2016) (“First (and obviously), a plaintiff bringing 

a false advertising claim must show falsity.”).  MillerCoors must prove that each challenged 

advertisement is literally false or misleading.  Eli Lilly, 893 F.3d at 382.  

The premise of this case is that the advertising falsely implies that corn syrup is contained 

in the final products of Miller Lite and Coors Light.  As a result, if those beers do contain corn 

syrup, the advertising is not false.   

 

 

 

 

   

MillerCoors ties the issue of whether corn syrup is “in” the beer to whether corn syrup 

sugars are fully fermented in the brewing process.   

   

 
 
 

 
 MillerCoors’s Chief Communications Officer Pete Marino has  admitted that the 

issue of whether corn syrup is “in” the beers is resolved based on whether any corn syrup sugars 
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are “also sugars in the finished product.”  PFOF 85-86.  He agreed that, “when you say there is no 

corn syrup in the finished product, what you’re telling consumers is the corn syrup sugars are fully 

fermented.”  Id. (acknowledging that “no corn syrup” means there are no residual corn syrup sugars 

left in the beer).     

It is an undisputed material fact that corn syrup sugars and components do end up in the 

final beers.  PFOF 113-135.   

.  MillerCoors’s own expert has admitted that the 

sources of those sugars are both the malted barley and the corn syrup.  PFOF 125.  This is obviously 

the case as corn syrups contain non-fermentable sugars which yeast do not convert.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

The state of expert testimony demonstrates the weakness of MillerCoors’s case.  
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  And 

in an admission that should be fatal to his opinion, he testified, “I’m not a brewing expert, and I 

think you would get a better answer form someone who is.”  Id.  AB has an independent brewing 

chemist from an academic institution (Brett Taubman) who has opined that corn syrup is in the 

final product.  PFOF 375; ECF 164-25.   

MillerCoors has long acknowledged corn syrup is contained in the final products.   

MillerCoors describes corn syrup as an ingredient for both beers, see, e.g., ECF 40-2:   

 

Discovery has revealed that MillerCoors listed corn syrup as an ingredient because it 

believed corn syrup to be in the final product.  According to Mr. Marino, the Chief 

Communications Officer, MillerCoors lists its ingredients to communicate to consumers “what 

[its] products contain” and “what’s in them.”  PFOF 24.   
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Thus, MillerCoors is accusing AB of describing corn syrup in the exact same way that it 

has done so.  Under these circumstances, MillerCoors “should have turned to an advertising 

agency, not a court, in search of a response to its business rival[].”  First Health v. BCE Emergis, 

269 F.3d 800, 804-05 (7th Cir. 2001) (statement not false where used in “the same way units of 

the national government use that phrase”).  It is “arguably frivolous” to predicate a Lanham Act 

claim on “the same language [MillerCoors] uses in its own materials.”  HealthNow N.Y. v. Catholic 

Health Sys., 2015 WL 5673123, *6 (W.D.N.Y. 2015); cf. Stokely-Van Camp v. Coca-Cola, 646 F. 

Supp. 2d 510, 527, 532-34 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (denying injunction where plaintiff put forth no 

evidence supporting claim of falsity and had made “virtually identical claims” about its own 

beverage’s ingredients).   

 

 

 

 

 it is fair game to advertise that MillerCoors obtains 

these results using a pre-processed and cheaper ingredient.  See Danone v. Chobani, 362 F. Supp. 

3d 109, 124 (S.D.N.Y. 2019) (competitors have a “perfect legal right” to point out differences).  

This advertising advances the “free flow of commercial information” that is “indispensable” to 

consumer decision-making.  Va. State Bd. of Pharm. v. Va. Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 

748, 763-65 (1976); see also Mead Johnson v. Abbott Labs., 209 F.3d 1032, 1034 (7th Cir. 2000), 

amending, 201 F.3d 883 (7th Cir. 2000) (stating that “interpreting ‘misleading’ to include factual 
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propositions that are susceptible to misunderstanding would make consumers as a whole worse off 

by suppressing truthful statements that will help many of them find superior products”). 

MillerCoors also alleges that the AB ads are false because there is no HFCS in its final 

products.  ECF 86, ¶ 11.  There is no dispute that the accused ads do not expressly refer to HFCS.  

PFOF 43.  Under Mead Johnson, there is no possible basis to say that any ad makes any misleading 

claim about HFCS.  In any event, MillerCoors’s HFCS claim is based on the theory that the ads 

falsely imply that that its beers contain HFCS.  In such cases, “the plaintiff ordinarily must produce 

evidence of actual consumer confusion in order to carry its burden to show that the challenged 

statement has the tendency to deceive a substantial segment of its audience.”  Eli Lilly, 893 F.3d 

at 382 (quotations omitted).  MillerCoors must present “hard evidence” of consumer confusion to 

avoid summary judgment.  Id.  This proof “typically comes in the form of consumer surveys.”  Id.  

As described in Section III.B below, MillerCoors has failed to do so because less than 2% of 

MillerCoors’s survey respondents identified HFCS in connection with open-ended questions 

regarding messaging conveyed by the ads.  MillerCoors has presented no evidence that the accused 

ads conveyed an impliedly false HFCS message to a “substantial segment” of their audience.  Hot 

Wax, 191 F.3d at 819-20. 

B. The TV Commercials are Not Actionable under Mead Johnson.  

There is no dispute that Miller Lite and Coors Light are brewed with, made with, and use 

corn syrup.  MillerCoors has itself said each of these things about Miller Lite and Coors Light.  

Similarly, there is no dispute that Bud Light is not brewed with corn syrup and, instead, is brewed 

with rice.  There is also no mention (or hint of a mention) about HFCS in the advertising.  Thus, 
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the TV commercials are factually accurate and objectively verifiable, and are not actionable under 

the Lanham Act.  Mead Johnson, 201 F.3d at 886.3 

In Mead Johnson, the Seventh Circuit rejected the claim that “1st Choice of Doctors” on 

the packaging for Similac formula was actionable false advertising because market research 

supposedly showed that less than 50% of doctors recommended it over competing brands. Instead, 

the claim was true and objectively verifiable, and survey evidence could not be used “to determine 

the meaning of words.”  201 F.3d at 884-86.  The Court emphasized that “‘[m]isleading’ is not a 

synonym for ‘misunderstood.’”  Mead Johnson, 209 F.3d at 1034; see also Am. Italian Pasta v. 

New World Pasta, 371 F.3d 387, 394 (8th Cir. 2004) (“[T]he Lanham Act protects against 

misleading and false statements of fact, not misunderstood statements.”); Pernod Ricard USA v. 

Bacardi U.S.A., 653 F.3d 241, 253-54 (3d Cir. 2011) (“Under these circumstances, a district court 

can properly disregard survey evidence as immaterial, because, by definition, § 43(a)(1) does not 

forbid language that reasonable people would have to acknowledge is not false or misleading.”); 

J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition (5th ed.) § 27:55 (“An 

advertising claim which is truthful and clear on its face cannot be proven to be misleading by 

surveying consumers to probe for their possible misunderstanding of the challenged message.”).  

MillerCoors cannot use survey evidence to redefine the objectively true terms used in AB’s ads to 

imply claims about corn syrup (or HFCS) being “in the beer.” 

                                                 
3 MillerCoors alleges that “[t]he barrel of corn syrup [in Special Delivery] is as large, or larger 
than, the barrels labeled ‘water,’ ‘rice,’ ‘barley,’ and ‘hops,’ suggesting that it is intended to be 
used in similar quantities as those other ingredients.”  ECF 86, ¶ 45.  MillerCoors further alleges 
that “because the kingdom members responsible for transporting the barrel of corn syrup are 
depicted in extremely dangerous situations,” consumers are likely to believe “that corn syrup, in 
and of itself, is a dangerous substance.”  Id., ¶ 89.  Setting aside that corn syrup in fact arrives at 
MillerCoors in large rail cars, these fanciful and thematic elements are non-actionable.  Martin v. 
Living Essentials, 160 F. Supp. 3d 1042, 1049-50 (N.D. Ill. 2016), aff'd, 653 F. App’x 482 (7th 
Cir. 2016); see also Wysong v. APN, 889 F.3d 267, 271-72 (6th Cir. 2018). 
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Moreover, no AB advertisement contains any imagery that could turn a truthful statement 

into a false implication.  Neither the commercials nor packaging makes any health or safety claims.  

They do not use monsters to suggest harm from corn syrup, as in Eli Lilly, where the defendant 

ran ads comparing rbST supplement to a “monster with razor sharp horns and electric fur,” and 

implying it was “weird stuff.”  893 F.3d at 379.  The King does not throw away the corn syrup, 

akin to Polar Corp. v. Coca-Cola, 871 F. Supp. 1520 (D. Mass. 1994), where a polar bear is seen 

tossing a can of Coke into a trash bin labeled “Keep the Arctic Pure.”  Id. at 1521.  In short, this is 

a case where the words are true, and there is no disparaging imagery that would take this case 

outside of Mead Johnson. 

III. Element II:  MillerCoors Has Not Demonstrated Consumer Deception. 

In addition to proving falsity, MillerCoors must prove that a substantial segment of 

consumers was deceived by the accused ads.  Hot Wax, 191 F.3d at 319.  Because the ads are not 

literally false, it must present “evidence of actual consumer confusion.”  Eli Lilly, 893 F.3d at 382.  

MillerCoors has failed to do so.  At the preliminary injunction stage, MillerCoors produced a 

handful of alleged consumer complaints and social media postings.  These are insufficient to prove 

deception of a “substantial segment,” considering the near 100 million viewers of the Super Bowl.  

This case, then, falls into the wide range of cases where deception must be proved in the form of 

a consumer survey.  LG Electronics U.S.A. v. Whirlpool, 661 F. Supp. 2d 940, 950 (N.D. Ill. 2009) 

(noting “the success of a plaintiff’s implied falsity claim usually turns on the persuasiveness of a 

consumer survey”).  Here, the surveys are insufficient to survive summary judgment. 
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A. Dr. Wind’s Surveys Do Not Show Consumer Deception. 

 1. The Survey Evidence of MillerCoors Is Limited. 

No AB advertising is literally false.  The TV commercials all use the language of “brewed 

with,” “made with,” or “uses” that MillerCoors has routinely used over the years and even after 

the commercials aired.  The May 24 Order expressly found that “[t]here is no dispute that the 

statements that Miller Lite and Coors Light ‘use’ or are ‘made with’ or ‘brewed with’ corn syrup 

are literally true.”  ECF 57, p. 22.   

; see also 

ECF 115, p. 3 (court did not find packaging literally false at preliminary injunction phase).  As 

such, MillerCoors must present evidence that each challenged ad tends to deceive a “substantial 

segment” of the audience.  Hot Wax, 191 F.3d at 819.  The only evidence MillerCoors propounds 

on this topic are two deception surveys designed by its expert, Dr. Wind.4  

It is important to understand the limitations of this survey work.  Dr. Wind studied two Bud 

Light TV ads, Mountain Folk and .  Dr. Wind performed his first survey in March 

2019.  It was directed to Mountain Folk – a commercial that did not air during the Super Bowl.  

This advertisement is described at PFOF 59-63.   

.  Neither commercial tested was 

preliminarily enjoined.  Both are accurate and use the “made with” language.   

 

 

                                                 
4 As described below, Dr. Wind’s Mountain Folk and  surveys are fatally flawed.  
Moreover, the court declined to preliminarily enjoin those ads in light of Mead Johnson.  ECF 57, 
p. 26-27.  Summary judgment is therefore appropriate on those ads as well. 
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.  It appeared during the 

preliminary injunction phase that MillerCoors would present expert testimony on how consumers 

understood AB’s packaging in some form, such as (a) in isolation; (b) in the context of the point-

of-sale environment; or (c) or in light of the TV commercials.  ECF 102, pp. 11-13 (describing 

opinion testimony of MillerCoors that might relate to these topic).   

 

  

Given that AB’s advertising is literally true and  

, AB is entitled 

to summary judgment on every form of advertising apart from the commercials.  See AstraZeneca 

LP v. Tap Pharm. Prods., 444 F. Supp. 2d 278, 296 (D. Del. 2006) (holding that survey of TV ad 

could not be extrapolated to other aspects of ad campaign); Am. Home Prods. Corp. v. Procter & 

Gamble, 871 F. Supp. 739, 750 (D.N.J. 1994) (rejecting claim that surveys of certain ads  had “any 

relevance to any of defendants’ other advertising”).5 

                                                 
5 AB presented a packaging survey conducted by expert Phil Johnson.  PFOF 307-328.  The survey 
showed that no respondents took away any messages about Miller Lite or Coors Light as the main 
message of the packaging.  Id.  Thus, there is no evidence that a “substantial segment” of the 
audience took any comparative message about Miller Lite or Coors Light.  Critical for summary 
judgment, in addition,  
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 2. The Surveys Fail Under Mead Johnson. 

As to the TV commercials that Dr. Wind did study, his surveys do not permit MillerCoors 

to avoid summary judgment.  At a fundamental level, MillerCoors cannot use a survey to convert 

truthful and objectively verifiable claims about the brewing process into actionable false 

advertising.  In Mead Johnson the Seventh Circuit rejected a claim that “1st Choice of Doctors” 

falsely implied that over 50% of doctors preferred Similac to other formula brands.  Instead, the 

Court held that “1st Choice of Doctors” was a clear and truthful statement that more doctors 

preferred Similac to any competitive product, and stated that the district court had erred in 

accepting a survey that incorrectly treated “first” as a cardinal number.  201 F.3d at 885-86.  The 

Court stated that “‘[m]isleading’ is not a synonym for ‘misunderstood.”  Mead Johnson, 209 F.3d 

at 1034. 

Dr. Wind’s surveys fall squarely within Mead Johnson, which states that survey evidence 

cannot be used to “determine the meaning of words.”  201 F.3d at 886.  Dr. Wind admitted that 

was exactly what he was doing.  His QF7b that drove the results of both surveys flatly instructed 

respondents that the terms  and “made with” in relation to corn syrup “may mean a number 

of different things.”  PFOF 276; 296 (emphasis added).  Thus, his surveys are designed to 

“determine the meaning of words.”   

 

 

     

 3. The Disclaimers Are Deficient, Leading to an Improper Control. 

Dr. Wind’s surveys also do not create a genuine issue of material fact because the 

disclaimers are deficient.  The surveys are based on a disclaimer instructing respondents “there is 
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NO corn syrup in the Miller Light and Coors Light you drink.”  PFOF 282, 295.  On the screen, 

the disclaimer for Mountain Folk appears as follows (PFOF 256): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

“[T]he choice of an appropriate control group requires some care and should influence the 

weight that the survey receives.”  Diamond, S., Reference Guide on Survey Research, in Reference 

Manual on Scientific Evidence, p. 399 (3d ed. 2011).  And, “[i]n designing a survey-experiment, 

the expert should select a stimulus for the control group that shares as many characteristics with 

the experimental stimulus as possible, with the key exception of the characteristic whose influence 

is being assessed.”  Id.  Here, the control group stimulus was inappropriate due to the factual error 

in the disclaimer.  Without a proper control, it is not possible to determine whether a message 

purportedly conveyed by the test stimulus was attributable to respondents’ preexisting beliefs or 
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other background noise (e.g., respondents who misunderstand the question or misstate their 

responses).  Id. at 398-99. 

 4. Dr. Wind’s Surveys Included Biased and Leading Questions. 

The core survey question relied upon by Dr. Wind in forming his conclusions was question 

QF7b, which was the same in both surveys (PFOF 276): 

 

This question is highly biased.  PFOF 287-289 (Hauser critique of Mountain Folk survey); 

  In fact, the second sentence of QF7b was 

not even a question at all – it was an instruction.  QF7b expressly told respondents that the disputed 

“made with” claim “may mean a number of different things.”  While this closed-ended question 

presented five answer choices, only one choice allowed the respondent to select an answer that, in 

fact, had “a number of different” meanings.  That answer is #3: “Corn syrup is both used during 

the brewing process … and is in the [beer] you drink.”  Thus, by including the leading preface that 

“made with may mean a number of different things,” QF7b lead respondents to choose the only 

response offering two meanings.  This response, of course, supports MillerCoors’s theory of the 

case.  Due to its inherently leading design, QF7b does not yield any reliable data.  Yet, Dr. Wind 

relied upon the responses to QF7b above all else to support his conclusions. 
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B. Dr. Wind’s Conclusions on HFCS Are Unsupported. 

 Dr. Wind’s survey also introduced the HFCS issue to the respondents.  Specifically, 

question QF8 asked (PFOF 284):    

 

This was a closed-ended question that provided the respondents with several options that 

supported MillerCoors’s premise that the ads implied something about HFCS.  It was an improper 

and leading question as evidenced by the prior responses to open-ended questions about the main 

message of the ad.  PFOF 291-293 (Hauser critique of Mountain Folk survey);  

  

In response to those questions, only 1.3% of control group respondents (and only 1.4% in 

the test group) mentioned HFCS in the Mountain Folk survey.  PFOF 292.   

 

  It was 

improper for Dr. Wind to rely upon QF8 as support for his opinion that the ad implied anything 

about HFCS.  Regardless, the percentages he found fail to establish deception among a “substantial 

segment of its audience.”  Eli Lilly, 893 F.3d at 382. 
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Mead Johnson also bars MillerCoors’s HFCS theory, which is based on the premise that 

AB’s references to “corn syrup” impliedly suggest that MillerCoors’s beers contain HFCS.  

MillerCoors relies on Dr. Wind’s surveys, which contain an improper and leading question that 

introduced the concept of HFCS to survey respondents who did not otherwise reference HFCS in 

response to prior open-ended questions regarding messaging.  Through question QF8, MillerCoors 

seeks to redefine “corn syrup” as meaning “HFCS” by asking the respondents whether the terms 

mean the “same” thing.  This effort runs directly afoul of Mead Johnson’s admonition against 

using consumer surveys to define words and phrases.  201 F.3d at 886. 

III. Element III:  MillerCoors Has Not Established Materiality. 

The Lanham Act requires proof that the challenged ads are “likely to influence the 

purchasing decision.”  Hot Wax, 191 F.3d at 819.  “A claim is considered material if it involves 

information that is important to consumers and, hence, likely to affect their choice of, or conduct 

regarding a product.”  LG Electronics v. Whirlpool, 2010 WL 2921633, at *3 (N.D. Ill. 2010) 

(quotations omitted).  This requirement “is based on the premise that not all deceptions affect 

consumer decisions.”  Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, 299 F.3d at 1250. 

To establish that a challenged ad was likely to influence the purchasing decision, a survey 

“needs to assess whether the challenged statements were in fact material to [consumers’] 

purchases, as opposed to, or in addition to, price, promotions, retail positioning, taste, texture or 

brand recognition.”  Townsend v. Monster Beverage, 303 F. Supp. 3d 1010, 1045 (C.D. Cal. 2018).  

An advertiser’s subjective intent to convey a message does not establish materiality.  Pizza Hut, 

227 F.3d at 503.   
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3.  

PFOF 19-20 (referring to ECF 40-

3 to 40-5, which list “hops extract” as an ingredient in both Miller Lite and Coors Light).   
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In sum, there is no evidence that any AB advertisement was likely to influence a 

purchasing decision of any consumer, making summary judgment correct.  The lack of expert 

testimony on true materiality under the Lanham Act is revealing. 

IV. Element V: MillerCoors Has Not Demonstrated Injury and Causation. 

To satisfy the fifth element of a Section 43(a) claim, MillerCoors must establish injury and 

causation.  MillerCoors has failed to adduce evidence of actual injury proximately caused by AB’s 

allegedly false ads.  Thus, its Lanham Act claim fails under Lexmark International v. Static Control 

Components, 572 U.S. 118 (2014).  In Lexmark, the Supreme Court clarified that a plaintiff must 

(1) fall within the “zone of interests” covered by the Lanham Act, and (2) show an injury “flowing 

directly from the deception wrought by the defendant’s advertising.”  Id. at 133-34.   

Although Lexmark resolved a circuit split on standing, its holding also applies to the 

substantive elements of the cause of action.  See Verisign, 848 F.3d at 299-300 (citing Lexmark 

and describing “indispensable” causation and injury element of claim).  The Supreme Court held 

that a “plaintiff suing under § 1125(a) ordinarily must show economic or reputational injury 

flowing directly from the deception wrought by the defendant’s advertising; and that that occurs 

when deception of consumers causes them to withhold trade from the plaintiff.”  Lexmark, 572 

U.S. at 133; see id. at 140 (“To invoke the Lanham Act’s cause of action for false advertising, a 

plaintiff must plead (and ultimately prove) an injury to a commercial interest in sales or business 

reputation proximately caused by the defendant’s misrepresentations.”) (emphasis added).  

Lexmark clarified that a plaintiff “cannot obtain relief without evidence of injury proximately 

caused by alleged misrepresentations.  Id. at 140 (emphasis in original). 
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Courts have applied Lexmark to the injury and causation factor at the summary-judgment 

stage, clarifying that speculative damage is insufficient.  A false advertising plaintiff cannot merely 

presume injury or substitute correlation for causation.  See Verisign, 848 F.3d at 299 (affirming 

summary judgment where the plaintiff “failed to establish … that it suffered an injury flowing 

directly from the challenged statements”); Snac Lite v. Nuts 'N More, 2016 WL 6778268, at *15 

(N.D. Ala. 2016) (“At the summary judgment stage, a plaintiff must provide some evidence from 

which a reasonable juror could conclude that its injuries were proximately caused by the 

defendant.”). 

Under this legal authority, AB is entitled to summary judgment.  The evidence of lack of 

injury is overwhelming.   

 

  As recently as September 

23, 2019, MillerCoors was identifying share gains without noting any sales issues based on the 

advertising.  PFOF 156-159.   

 

   

V. MillerCoors Has No Damages or Threat of Harm. 

As discussed above in Part IV, MillerCoors has no proof of harm, in terms of either lost 

sales or harm to reputation or goodwill or otherwise.  See also PFOF 139-173. “To recover money 

damages under the [Lanham] Act, a plaintiff must prove both actual damages and a causal link 

between defendant’s violation and those damages.”  Hot Wax, 191 F.3d at 819-20.  Thus, summary 

judgment on the issue of damages is appropriate.   
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MillerCoors’s failure to show any injury proximately caused by AB’s ads also precludes it 

from obtaining a permanent injunction.  In eBay v. MercExchange, 547 U.S. 388 (2006), the 

Supreme Court held that the traditional four-factor test for determining whether to award a 

permanent injunction applies to disputes under the Patent Act.  Id. at 391.  Under this test, the 

plaintiff must show “that it has suffered an irreparable injury.”  Id.  The Court rejected categorical 

approaches to determining irreparable harm (such as presumptions) on grounds that categorical 

rules “cannot be squared with the principles of equity.”  Id. at 393.  Other circuits have recognized 

that eBay applies to Lanham Act cases.  E.g., Ferring Pharm. v. Watson Pharm., 765 F.3d 205, 

210-16 (3d Cir. 2014) (false advertising); PBM Prods. v. Mead Johnson, 639 F.3d 111, 126 (4th 

Cir. 2011) (false advertising); Herb Reed Enters. v. Fla. Entm’t Mgmt., 736 F.3d 1239, 1249 (9th 

Cir. 2013) (trademark infringement).  No circuit has gone the other way. 

MillerCoors cannot obtain equitable relief in the form of a permanent injunction without 

satisfying eBay’s four-factor test.  E.g., LG Electronics U.S.A. v. Whirlpool, 790 F. Supp. 2d 708, 

730 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (denying permanent injunction in deceptive trade practices claim where 

plaintiff “ha[d] not demonstrated past injury or a likelihood of future harm”).  Here, MillerCoors 

has not demonstrated any past injury that would entitle it to permanent injunctive relief.  PFOF 

139-173.  Nor has MillerCoors shown a likelihood of future harm with respect to the previously 

enjoined ads, which are no longer airing.  The remaining ads, such as the Made With/Brewed 

With/Uses Ads which were not enjoined and continued to air after the hearing, are not actionable 

under the Lanham Act.  Therefore, MillerCoors is not entitled to any injunctive relief under 15 

U.S.C. § 1116. 

VI. MillerCoors Has Unclean Hands Barring Injunctive Relief.   

“It is one of the very first principles of equity that he who asks for equity must do equity; 

that a party coming into a court of equity must come in with clean hands, free from wrong himself 
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in relation to the matter in which they ask equitable relief.”  BeerMart v. Stroh Brewery, 804 F.2d 

409, 413 (7th Cir. 1986).  The unclean hands defense is applicable to Lanham Act false-advertising 

claims.  Stokely-Van Camp, 646 F. Supp. 2d at 532-34 (where plaintiff had “made virtually 

identical claims” to those it complained of, its unclean hands barred request for equitable relief).   

Here, the undisputed evidence of unclean hands demonstrates that the defense applies.  This 

evidence includes the following: 

1. MillerCoors has advertised corn syrup as an ingredient before and after the Super 

Bowl, and its own witnesses have admitted that corn syrup is an “ingredient” that is in the final 

product.  PFOF 211-213; see also Part II.A, supra.  Thus, if it is false for AB to claim that corn 

syrup is an ingredient in the beers, MillerCoors has engaged in the exact same conduct.  Discovery 

has revealed, as discussed above, that MillerCoors understands the word “ingredient” to be a 

component in the final beers and it has reaffirmed that it views corn syrup as an ingredient. 

2. The repeated claim by MillerCoors that corn syrup is not in the final beer is 

contradicted by overwhelming evidence .  See Part II.A, supra.  Thus, 

MillerCoors is acting with unclean hands when it issues statements that none of its beers contain 

corn syrup or that corn syrup is consumed in the fermentation process.   

3.  

 

 

 a. On February 6, 2019, MillerCoors’s Chief Marketing Officer Mr. Marino 

made the false claim that Bud Light Lime and Orange use corn syrup.  PFOF 184-191.   

 

  This tweet is still posted, and Mr. 
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Marino has no intention of removing it.  PFOF 188.   

 

 

 

 b. MillerCoors has made public statements that none of its products contain 

HFCS, but that AB has some flavored products that do contain that substance.  PFOF 192.  

. That beverage is on its website as a MillerCoors product.  Id. 

 c. On February 8, 2019, Mr. Marino gave an interview that is available online.  

PFOF 198.  In this interview, he stated that Bud Light was “probably” made with corn syrup.  

PFOF 199.  This interview was part of MillerCoors’s corporate strategy to respond to Bud Light’s 

Super Bowl commercials.  PFOF 200.   

Mr. Marino has not asked to correct his interview and has no plans to do so.  PFOF 203. 

 d. At multiple times, MillerCoors has attacked AB for using HFCS in certain 

flavored products. E.g., PFOF 205.  In this context, MillerCoors states publicly that HFCS is 

something “nutritionists have called Public Health Enemy #1.”  Id.  MillerCoors retained expert 

Dr. White has testified that such a claim is false and lacks any scientific basis.  PFOF 206.  

MillerCoors does not intend to change its statements.  PFOF 207. 

  4.  
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MillerCoors’s misconduct has a “material relation” to the equitable relief it seeks.  Stokely-

Van Camp, 646 F. Supp. 2d at 533.  MillerCoors seeks an injunction and other relief against AB’s 

purportedly false ingredient advertising and packaging, but its own misconduct involves 

demonstrably false claims about the parties’ brewing processes, their light beer ingredients, corn 

syrup, and HFCS.  .  

MillerCoors has claimed for years (when it suited its purposes) that corn syrup is an “ingredient” 

found in the final beers of Miller Lite and Coors Light.  Consequently, MillerCoors “has engaged 

in the same kind of behavior that it challenges.”  Id.  
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Conclusion 

 For the foregoing reasons, Anheuser-Busch respectfully requests that this Court grant its 

motion for summary judgment.  
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